Don't bomb on the innocents Syria(Assad),
but must punish Bush and the military industry complex(MIC)merchantsIt is upside down to punish innocents,while the guilties are on the loose. By launching
various faints
faints,they have been entirely hiding the final problem of Climate Collapse
Collapse,of
which effective countermeasure need global revolution
revolution.They fear it !!!.

2013/9/3.

[１]]：The
The Most Trouble Maker(=MIC) on the loose in the mankind history.
There are 3 jobs which are sometime become necessary,but must not be bussy
police,doctor and war merchant
(police,doctor
merchant),because they wish unhappines of people if they wish
more their proliferation with profits.Therefore medical and weapon industry=MIC must not
be privatization,but publicalization
publicalization(this is the final strategy to accomplish global peace).
To tell from very origin,Military Industry Complex(=MIC)has been food-stampers by nation
tax
tax,therefore,it is entirely failure for being private.By cold war ending(1989),also their
bussines must have been ended,but they wished to survive by seeking another enermy(the
Muslim Nations with no compromise for invaders
invaders),Since 9/11 the inside job
job,MIC(USA)
has been entirely conspiring to make wars in the Middle East
East(Iraqi,Afgan, Libya,Edypt, and
Syria).Various kind of false claims has been being propagandized since then by MIC
side(USA,France,UK) in order to make inoccents guilty.

Syrian govt ready to cooperate with UN experts in chemical attack probe ⑴Syrian
Moscow、Published time: August 22, 2013 11:23 ,Edited time: August 22, 2013 21:21
Moscow
http://rt.com/news/syria-chemical-attack-cooperation-841/
Navy SEALs Spotted at Boston Marathon Wearing Suspicious Backpacks?
⑵Navy
http://www.infowars.com/navy-seals-sp…

Exectutive Action
⑶18/August,author watched U tube movie on the JFK assasination(Exectutive
,USA). JFK was the first president in USA trying to interfere MIC proliferation.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JfBnKRviOA
(see also movie JFK by Oliver Stone). Also this movie disclosed the conspiracy by ultra
rightists group hating JFK in USA and by collapted Dallas Police
Police(dalaku means collaption
in Japanese),Next 19th, he went bycyling to a beach near by my home to swin,when some
cars went toward me intentionally,near where a policeman was standing.Curiously none
could be seen except me at the small beach.I swimed for minutes with confirming no body
trouble(lung ability). During the night at that day,he became suddenly to sevely
cough(allergy athmatic on bronchitis)with sleeping intervention. Allergy is due to some biochemical components.

In 1970 era ,author once joined Hewlett Packard Co in Japan as an engineer and then
encountered some political trouble with the CO and with some phycological and bio
chemical attacking.In these process he had noticed deep and wide Police-DefenceDoctor(medical&education) secret society in Japan have been being operated by CIA
CIA(＝
MIC USA
USA).
In 1995,a cult group called Ohmu-sinrikyo had attacked at Kasumigaseki subway by
poison gas Sarin.In the groupe,police spy was installed to survery and inform their activity to
political police in Japan had gained power to interfere political
police.As the consequence,political
movement organizations by the event.

Radio Contaminants leaking to Pacific Ocean from Fukushima Daiichi NP !!!.
[２]]：Radio
Japan could not take this full responsibility,unless the full facts disclosing on 3/11 the
earthquake weapon attacking with the NP destruction by programmed operation
operation.
This is very similar with 9/11,airplane could not crash down the buildings,but secretely
setted timer bombs did it.Tunami could not destruct NPs,but secretely setted timer bombs
did it.False signal caused by malicious software could not indicate real state of reactor in
control panel of NP operation room.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/
Beside the Middle East disputes
disputes,the hidden aim of this unprecedental and insidous
crippling may be feint to neglect following deadly climate collapse problem the final
judgement. Also America with Israel must take these responsibility !!

]:Arctic Methane Catastrophe could be evaded by Massive Arctic Cooling
[３]:

(the most emergent task at now world).

2013/7/25 ,26

⑴Bussiness as usual with nothing counter measure against deadly climate catastrophe
would cause this world hell of fireball earth before 2050.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http://www.realclimate.org/

<See picture of top page !!!>

http://www.777true.net/ Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

How to cool the Arctic by John Nissen. December 2011.
⑵How
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
Which is the most viable method of emergency cooling of the Arctic to prevent runaway
global heating? There are several approaches for cooling the Arctic and saving the sea ice,
some involving the reduction of heat flux into the Arctic and others involving the
increase in heat flux out.
Sea water spreading on ice lid in winter to increase heat out going & ice thickness
⑶Sea
the double effect. Water droplet spreading into sky in summer could be triple effect
effect..

How much can we make ice(discharge heat)by sea water spreading in winter-.
⑷How
Recent years trend of Arcitic ice volume decline
⒜Recent
decline≒1000Km3/year
Arctic Sea Ice Volume Anomaly
Anomaly(PIOMAS)
http://psc.apl.washington.edu/wordpress/research/projects/arctic-sea-ice-volume-anomaly/
Now we must emergently compensate year's loss of V≒1000Km3/year.
If we fail,decline trend become more and more toward increasing difficulty of the operation.

mass of Arctic ice with sea ice mass density＝917Kg/m3,
⒝mass
M＝1000Km3×917Kg/m3＝9.2x1014Kg＝9.2x1011ton..
m＝total mass by water pump：10ton/60sec×(3600×24×120<winter days>)
⒞m
＝1.7x106ton
＊pumping power＝Mgh/T＝10,000kg×9.8m/s2×10m/60s＝16KW.
⒟N(cooler units #)＝M/m＝9.2x1011t/1.7x106t＝540,000
N＝540,000.
“N” is outrageous scale,however none could tell it impossible.
If unit cost of the implementation is 50000$,the coarse estimated total cost is about 27T$.

1000km×1000km
×1m

M＝9.2x1011ton..

⒠Dissipated Heat amount in freezing sea water(this is very little).
Q＝melting heat of ice×ice mass＋(0→-50℃)
≒{334.7KJ/Kg.K＋50x2.114KJ/Kg.K}×9.2x1014Kg≒4x1020J.

-ReferencesDon't bomb the innocent Syria ,Sakai.Tanaka,28/8/2013
⑴Don't
http://www.tanakanews.com/130828syria.htm
It is opposition terrorists who used chemical weapon.France-UK-USA has no confirmable
evidence on that goverment soldier used chemical weapon
The lie of Houla massacre
⑵The
massacre, Sakai.Tanaka,13/6/2012
http://tanakanews.com/120613syria.htm
The criminal are not pro-government soldier,but opposition terrorists.
Defeated USA-EU troops in Afganistan.
⑶Defeated
Afganistan.Sakai.Tanaka,19/3/2012
http://tanakanews.com/120319afghan.php
Bush knew Saddam had no weapons of mass destruction ,Thursday,Sep 6,2007
⑷Bush
http://www.salon.com/2007/09/06/bush_wmd/
Iraq:Weapons of mass destruction in Iraq: Bush
⑸Iraq:
Iraq:Weapons
Bush’’s “big lie
lie”” and the crisis of
American imperialism
imperialism、By the editorial board 21 June 2003
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2003/06/wmd-j21.html
Libya :Nelson Mandela called Muammar Gaddafi one of the 20th century
⑹Libya
century’’s greatest

freedom fighters.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/12/why-they-killed-gaddafi-a-story-you-must-read/
Iran:Justice becoming upside down in nuclear suspicion in Iran.
⑺Iran:Justice
http://www.tanakanews.com/100519nuclear.htm
It is false accusation by Israel that Iran has been developping nuclear weapon.
IAEA inverstigatged Iran many times to confirm constrained their peaceful aim.
Thus you could know that always bad is the WEST ally nations(USA,UK,France)
nations(USA,UK,France),but not
Muslim nations.The WESTERN media has entirely been telling lies in order to make bad
image of Muslim nations..

3/11 was Japan
⑻3/11
Japan’’s 9/11. It
It’’s all documented folks!
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/
Interesting it is then that all 9 non electrical backup systems across the three fueled reactors
failed. This is technically impossible outside of willful intent, and was likely the result of a
Stuxnet virus attack.

Neocon in MIC has succeded to rule American Goverment for Israel Defece in
⑼Neocon
Middle East.
http://tanakanews.com/d1214neocon.htm
View from America,the goverment seems to have been stolen by Neocon.View from Irael,by
MIC)
their 30 years devoting to the MIlitary Industry Complex (＝MIC)
MIC)from 1970.they had been
endeavouring to send Neocon in center of the government in order to get long term defense
strategy(of Israel) to weaken threatening by Iraqui and Syria.

Essential Criminal for Causing the Massive Palestinian Refugee is EUROPE-USA
⑽Essential
EUROPE-USA..
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
Brifely to tell,essential Jew problem is not such trivial racial discrimination,but invisible ,but
stong their revolutional ideolgy against established ruling power without democracy
democracy.
Moses ten commandment is revolutional in ancient babarianism ruling society.
Christianism is also revolutional against ruler of spiritual wickened in high place.
Communism by Marx is revolutional against ruler of spiritual wickened in capitalism.
In religion-idelogy,natural and social science,their works are outstanding revolutional,
which were threatenning for the establishment in white supremacism in Euro & USA
USA.
Thus long years and massive percectuions against them has been conspired by rightists
the atheists
operated by the establishment elites(the
atheists)to cause Zionism for Jew liberation to
establish Israel.Which turned to cause serious long years conflicts with Muslim also the
race of holy scripture .It is so to say deviding friends of the of holy scripture.
Now the center of global rightism movement(anti-Zionism)is CIA-MIlitary Industy Complex
the reincunated NAZIS
NAZIS.
Summary to tell,the world has been decieving and stiring due to various conflicts in
economy and local political and military disputes conspired by the WEST(the white
NAZIS and Israel rightist)
supremacists～NAZIS
supremacists
rightist).While the world has been going toward hell of
climate collapse
collapse.Note chapter[[３]] shows a varidity that now we are on the edge of cliff ,but
there is still possibility of relife against the catastrophe.

